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Abstract 
With today’s FPGA’s it’s possible to implement complete systems in a single FPGA. With help of Soft 
Processor Cores like the MicroBlaze processor several microcontrollers can be implemented in the 
same FPGA.  
The third generation telecommunications system, cdma2000, has several channels, which has specific 
assignments. The Sync channel purpose is to attain initial time synchronization.  
The purpose with this thesis has been to implement the Sync channel in a FPGA with use of a 
MicroBlaze processor. An evaluation of the concept of using a Soft Processor Core instead of ordinary 
DSP’s and microcontrollers would then be conducted.  
 
This thesis has resulted in a system with a MicroBlaze processor that has the Sync channel as a 
peripheral. It’s possible to write information via HyperTerminal to the MicroBlaze processor which 
then uses this data as input to the Sync channel. The Sync channel then modulates the data according to 
the cdma2000 specifications and then outputs it onto an external pin at the FPGA.   
The evaluation of this concept hasn’t resulted in a general recommendation whether to use ASIC or 
FPGA’s in a system. The concept of using Soft Processor Cores certainly has its benefits and is 
something that could be thought of in the future when designing a system.   
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Abstract 
With today’s FPGA’s it’s possible to implement complete systems in a 
single FPGA. With help of Soft Processor Cores like the MicroBlaze 
processor several microcontrollers can be implemented in the same 
FPGA.  
The third generation telecommunications system, cdma2000, has several 
channels, which has specific assignments. The Sync channel purpose is to 
attain initial time synchronization.  
The purpose with this thesis has been to implement the Sync channel in a 
FPGA with use of a MicroBlaze processor. An evaluation of the concept 
of using a Soft Processor Core instead of ordinary DSP’s and 
microcontrollers would then be conducted.  
 
This thesis has resulted in a system with a MicroBlaze processor that has 
the Sync channel as a peripheral. It’s possible to write information via 
HyperTerminal to the MicroBlaze processor which then uses this data as 
input to the Sync channel. The Sync channel then modulates the data 
according to the cdma2000 specifications and then outputs it onto an 
external pin at the FPGA.   
The evaluation of this concept hasn’t resulted in a general 
recommendation whether to use ASIC or FPGA’s in a system. The 
concept of using Soft Processor Cores certainly has its benefits and is 
something that could be thought of in the future when designing a 
system.   
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1 Introduction 
This thesis has been conducted at Syntronic AB in Gävle. Syntronic is a 
design-house specialized in services in electronics, electro mechanics, 
technical and administrative software.  

1.1 Background 
With the rapid growth of FPGA’s, in terms of speed and size, it’s now 
possible to implement complete systems in a single FPGA. A FPGA can 
now be compared with an ASIC, in terms of speed, design time and cost 
efficiency.  
A possible development in the future could for example be, that base 
stations for mobile communications could be implemented in FPGA’s 
instead of ASIC’s like today.   

1.2 Purpose 
The goal with this thesis is to implement an application for channel 
coding in cdma2000, in a FPGA with a Soft Processor Core. The channel 
that will be implemented is the logic channel; “Sync channel”. Syntronic 
AB looks at this thesis as an evaluation of the concept with implementing 
a Soft Processor Core compared to a stand-alone control processor. The 
evaluation of the concept should be based on performance, pricing, 
resource utilization in the PLD and on the PCB, limitations and features 
such as development time etc. 
Another objective with the thesis is how to efficiently implement channel 
coding algorithms with the interface to the Soft Processor Core.       

1.3 Method 
The blocks that will be implemented from the Sync channel will be 
described in VHDL. The Soft Processor Core will act as an interface 
between the Sync channel and the computer and will be programmed with 
C-language.  
After the implementation phase the utilization and limitations for each 
block and for the whole system will be presented.   
The report has been divided into two main parts, one that contain a 
feasibility study of standards and requirement specifications and another 
which contain the implementation and results.  
A part will also contain a brief description of the programs used. What 
they are and how to use them.  
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1.4 Limitations 
Only the four blocks Convolutional encoder, Symbol repetition, Block 
interleaver and Walsh code from the Sync channel will be implemented in 
this thesis. The Microblaze processor will be used as an interface between 
the Sync channel and the FPGA. 
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2 CDMA 

2.1 Background 
Cdma2000 is commonly known as the third generation (3G) 
telecommunications system. It is a standard, which describes how mobile 
stations and base stations should communicate with each other. Over the 
years several different techniques has been used all with the same goal, 
try to have as many users as possible communicating at the same time. 
This has been a problem, as we all know there is a limited frequency 
spectrum to use. Techniques as FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple 
Access) have assigned the user a specific frequency during the entire call. 
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) is a technique, which lets the 
user share the same frequency with different users, but it is only allowed 
to transmit in predetermined time slots.  
 
In CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) users transmits at the same 
frequency and at the same time slots. Each user can be recognized by a 
unique code, which the user has been assigned. The first CDMA standard, 
IS-95 was published in 1993 and systems based on that standard are 
referred to as cdmaOneTM [1-2]. 
 

2.2 Cdma2000 
Cdma2000 uses an air interface based on IS-95B. It supports video, voice 
and high-bit data rates. An important aspect in designing cdma2000, was 
that it would be backward compatible with the old IS-95 based systems 
(cdmaOne). The cdma2000 system is therefore quite complex. There are 
two different systems in the cdma2000 standard, these are referred to as 
1x and 3x. In this thesis only spreading rate 1 (1x) will be considered.   
 

2.2.1 Channels 
There are two different types of main channels in cdma2000, one is the 
forward link and the other one is the reverse link. The forward link 
gathers all channels with direction from base station towards mobile 
stations and the reverse link gathers the channels from mobile stations 
towards base stations. Each main channel contains four traffic channels 
and some additional channels. 
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2.2.2 Channel coding 
To get the required error probability, channel coding, using convolutional 
codes or block codes are introduced. Depending on channel and speed, 
the information bits are encoded. The theory is to use more bits than 
necessary, to allow the receiver to determine the correct message, by 
comparing the extra bits.      
 

2.2.3 Sync channel  
The sync channel can be used along with the pilot channel to attain initial 
time synchronization. The channel is encoded, interleaved and modulated 
to a spread spectrum signal by the chain of events illustrated in Figure 1. 
The sync channel operates at a fixed rate of 1200 bps. The input signal to 
the convolutional encoder is the Sync channel Message, which is 
continuously transmitted to enable the mobile station to refine its timing 
and to be able to read the paging channel [1-2]. 
The convolutional encoder, encodes the sync channel to 2400 bps, the 
symbol repetition then repeats it to a rate of 4800 bps, which is then 
interleaved. After the Walsh Code is assigned the rate is 1.2288 Mcps. 
The modulation parameters for the sync channel can be viewed in  
Table 1.   
 
      
 
 
         

Block 
Interleaver

BB 

BB 

I Pilot PN 
1.2288 Mcps 

Symbol 
Repetition 

Convolutional
Encoder 

Walsh Code W32
 
 
 
 
 BB = Baseband filter 

Mcps = Megachips per second 
 

Q Pilot PN 
1.2288 Mcps  

 

Figure 1 Sync Channel Processing [2]. 
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Table 1 Sync channel modulation parameters [7]. 

2.2.4 Convolutional Encoder 
 
The convolutional coding is used to provide a Forward Error Correcting 
(FEC) capability. The code is generated by passing information bits 
through a linear finite-state shift register. As shown in figure 2, where we 
have an encoder designed after a code rate of r and an information 
sequence that is being shifted in to the register k bits at a time. The shift 
register has a constraint length K, equal to the number of stages in the 
register. The output from the encoder is called code symbols. At 
initialization all stages in the encoder shall be initially set to zero. Since 
the complexity of the encoder increases exponentially with the constraint 
length, none of the encoders uses more then a constraint length of 9, for 
practical reasons. The generator functions for the Sync channel are 753 
(octal) respectively 561 (octal). The encoder should be designed so that 
c0 is output first then c1 [1-3]. 
 
If we for example have a rate of r=1/2 the encoder will generate two code 
symbols for each input bit to the encoder.   
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Code Symbols 
(Output) 

c1 

c0 
g0 

g1

 
 
 
 
 

Information 
Bits 
(Input) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 Convolutional encoder. 

2.2.5 Symbol repetition 
The code symbols need to be repeated before they are interleaved. It’s 
done in order to get a higher data rate and to increase the possibility of 
correcting an occurred error.   
For example if we have an input signal ABCDEFGH the output would be 
AABBCCDDEEFFGGHH from the repeater and it would have doubled 
its rate.  
 

2.2.6 Block Interleaver 
The purpose with a block interleaver is to prevent two adjacent bits to be 
transmitted near to each other. This is done due to the fact that fades in 
the communication, often cause large number of consecutive errors, 
which the receiver is unable to correct. If the signal is interleaved no 
adjacent bits have been lost due to the fades after the signal is brought 
back in the receiver, which makes it possible for the receiver to correct 
random error bits in the signal.  
In a general case with 128 bits: 
A1,A2,A3.....A16,B1,B2,B3.....B16,C1,C2,C3.... a 16x8 matrix is created 
and filled one column at a time. 
 
         A1      B1        C1      .       .       .       H1 
         A2      B2        C2                              H2 
         A3      B3        C3                              H3 
         .           .            .                .                 . 
         .           .            .                                  . 
         .           .            .                                  . 
         A16     B16    C16     .       .       .       H16 
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The output is then created by reading the rows. A1,B1,C1…A2,B2,C2… 
etc.  
 

2.2.7 Walsh code 
In a Forward CDMA Link the Walsh code is introduced to separate users 
and to prevent them from interfering with each other. Each channel has an 
individual Walsh code. These Walsh codes can be found in special 
Hadmard matrices, a matrix for the forward channel in CDMA consists 
64x64 bits. Each row representing one Walsh code [1-2]. 
 1 
 

0110011010011001100110010110011010011001011001100110011010011001 
Walsh function #59 

 Walsh Code W59 
 
 
 1 
 1001100101100110011001101001100101100110100110011001100101100110 

Pattern to be transmitted  
 

Figure 3 Walsh function [1]. 

 
Each symbol from the interleaver is XORed with the Walsh code of 64 
bits. As showed in figure 3, a symbol of value “1” is XORed with Walsh 
code 59.  
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3 Technology   

3.1 FPGA 
 A FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) is a programmable logic 
device, which, compared to an ASIC have much shorter design time, and 
for example, is therefore more suitable for low volumes. A FPGA 
designer also has the possibility to upgrade or redesign the FPGA after 
implementation.  
In this thesis project a Spartan 3 FPGA from Xilinx will be used. 
XC3S1500 is a FPGA with 1.5M system gates. It’s mounted on a Spartan 
3 MB board from Memec (See figure 4). The board has been chosen due 
to its user interface, price and it’s built in FPGA [4]. 
 

 

Figure 4  Spartan 3 MB board [5]. 

 

3.1.1 Soft Processor Core 
Since the FPGA’s is getting larger and larger, it’s now possible to 
implement complete systems in a single FPGA. A Soft Processor Core 
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provides the ability to do that. The soft processor can be programmed 
with assembler or C/C++, which makes it flexible and easy to design.   
If for example, a system with three separate microcontrollers (as seen in 
figure 5), would be implemented with a Soft Processor Core in a single 
FPGA, it could save us space on PCB, design time and thereby money.  
The microcontrollers could then be upgraded even after implementation. 
The FPGA could also contain other functions from the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mikrocontroller 2 

FPGA 
With  

Soft Processor Cores 

Mikrocontroller 3 Mikrocontroller 1 

Figure 5 Illustration of implementing a Soft Processor Core. 
 
There are several different types of Soft Processor Cores on the market, 
two major companies providing these cores are Xilinx and Altera.  
 
In this thesis Xilinx, MicroBlaze processor will be used. MicroBlaze can 
run at speeds up to 150 Mhz, which makes it the fastest industrial soft 
processor on the market. It’s a 32-bit, RISC processor with Harvard-style 
[6]. 
For the simple task in this thesis, another simpler Soft Processor Core 
could have been chosen, but Syntronic would prefer the use of 
MicroBlaze. 
 
MicroBlaze architecture can be viewed in figure 6. 
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Figure 6 MicroBlaze hardware architecture [9] 

 
Some of its features are the OPB (On-chip Peripheral Bus), LMB (Local 
Memory Bus) and the FSL (Fast Simplex Link). Through these busses a 
wide range of peripherals can be connected, for example RS232, Ethernet 
and many mores.  
 

3.2 ASIC 
ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) is a unique integrated 
circuit for a custom application. It could be both digital and analog.  
An ASIC is often used to maximize the performance in a system. By 
integrating as much as possible into the ASIC fewer discrete components 
will be needed.  
 
When an ASIC is mass produced it has a very low cost per unit, but the 
design phase is often very time consuming and the development cost 
often reaches millions of dollars.   
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4 CAE-tools 
This chapter very briefly describes the software tools that were used 
during this thesis.   

4.1  ISE 7.1- Integrated Software Environment  
ISE is a programmable logic design tool from Xilinx. The Project 
Navigator is used throughout the design phase. In each of the following 
steps 
• Design entry 
• Synthesis 
• Verification 
• Device configuration 

4.1.1 iMPACT 
iMPACT allows the user to conduct device configuration and file 
generation. It communicates with the target board via a Parallel Cable IV, 
connected to the USB in the computer and the JTAG at the target board.  

4.2 Active-HDL 
Active-HDL is a verification program that supports both HDL and 
C/C++. Some of its key features are design entry, co-simulation and high 
performance simulations [8]. 
Active-HDL has been used to verify each module separately.  

4.3 EDK – Embedded Development Kit 
EDK is the top-level of several programs. A Microblaze design can be 
completely described in EDK, which simplifies the design flow.  

4.3.1 XPS – Xilinx Platform Studio 
XPS is designed for system-level embedded processing design for Xilinx 
FPGA platforms. It’s based on the Eclipse integrated design environment 
(IDE) standard. 
XPS can be launched directly from ISE, if you want to implement a soft 
processor core, for example with specific VHDL blocks.  
When starting a new project with a soft processor core, there are a 
number of different approaches. You can either use Base System Builder 
(BSB) wizard, predefined system files, or creating your own design from 
scratch. This can be done using the symbols in the PBD file (system.pbd) 
to setup processor core, peripherals, internal busses etc.  
The BSB wizard helps to create a complete EDK design. The design 
includes the following steps. [10] 
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• Selecting a target developing board 
• Selecting a processor 
• Configuring processor and system settings 
• Selecting external memories and I/O devices 
• Adding internal peripherals 
• Configuring software settings 
• Generating the system address map 
• Output files (mhs, ucf, opt and cmd) 
 
It is the output files from the BSB that contains all the information, 
regarding hardware specifications, I/O standards etc.  
The MHS (Microprocessor Hardware Specification) file contains the 
configuration definitions of the embedded processor system, peripherals, 
processors, including busses, connectivity and address space.  
The MSS (Microprocessor Software Specification) file, is automatically 
generated when the MHS is created. It contains definitions for the 
software features in the system.  
The UCF (User Constrain File) contains I/O standards, location retrains 
and FPGA resource specification.  
 
The source code to be executed on the processor can be programmed in 
C/C++ or assembly. The source code can be added to the system directly 
in XPS or by the use of SDK (See section 4.3.2). SDK can be launched 
directly from the tools menu in XPS, the code will then automatically be 
transferred to XPS after closedown of SDK. When the source file has 
been created, the source file is compiled and linked to generate 
executable files in the ELF (Executable and Link format) file [10]. 
 
After the hardware and software configuration, the following steps are 
conducted in order to achieve a working system. 
• Generate Libraries and BSP (Board Support Package) 
• Build all user applications 
• Generate Netlist 
• Generate Bitstream 
• Update Bitstream  
• Download 
 
The last step is not conducted if the system is to be implemented in ISE 
with other VHDL blocks. Due to the fact that the download step actually 
download the Bitstream to the FPGA using iMPACT. 
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4.3.2 SDK – Platform studio 
Another tool in EDK is the Software Design Kit (SDK). SDK is a 
development environment for software application projects. Some of it 
features is listed below [10]. 
• Feature-rich C/C++ code editor and compilation environment 
• Project management 
• Application build configuration and automatic Makefile generation 
• Error Navigation 
• Well-integrated environment for seamless debugging of embedded 

targets 
• Source code version control 
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5 Specification 
The four blocks Convolutional encoder, Symbol repetition, Block 
interleaver and Walsh code will be described in VHDL. These blocks are 
then referred to as the Sync channel.  
Microblaze will be used as an interface between the Sync channel and the 
FPGA. Using a serial interface between the FPGA and the computer it 
should be possible to write data in a terminal program which is then 
modulated in the Sync channel. The modulated data will then be 
transmitted to an external pin on the FPGA.  
 

FPGA

MicroblazePC 

Test Sync Channel Equipment 

 
 

Figure 7 System overview 

 

5.1 Method 
 The implementation will be conducted with the technology and tools 
described in section 3 and 4. In section 6 is a description on how the 
different parts have been implemented.  

5.1.1 Result 
The result is presented in section 6. The code for the Sync channel blocks 
can be seen in Appendix 1-3. The MHS- and MSS-file for the Microblaze 
processor can be seen in Appendix 4.  
After each block that has been implemented in section 6, a table shows 
the utilization and limitations for that particular block.  

5.1.2 Verification 
Each of the four block described in VHDL is verified by special test 
cases. Each test case consists of different types of possible input cases. 
This is done in order to verify the blocks towards the standard.  
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6 Result 
A more detailed look into the FPGA reveals how Microblaze is connected 
to external and internal peripherals.  
 
 

 
Figure 8 Microblaze connections 

RS232 
Interface 

Convolutional 
Encoder 

Block  Walsh OPB 
Interleaver Code 

Microblaze 
Core 

Sync Channel  
Peripheral 
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6.1 Convolutional encoder 
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Figure 9 Block diagram. 

 
 
 
As shown in figure 9, the Convolutional encoder was implemented with 
D-flip-flops, XOR-gates and a multiplexer. It’s designed with the method 
described in section 2.2.4. A nine bit vector were used as a shift register 
and two XOR-functions, XORed the bits from the vector. The two signals 
where then merged together by a multiplexer. 
 
 

Number of out of %
Slices 6 13312 0% Max. frequency 546.448MHz
Slice flip flops 9 26624 0% Min. i.a.t.b.c.* 1.825 ns
4 input LUTs 4 26624 0% Max. o.r.t.a.c** 10.839 ns
Bounded IOBs 3 333 0% Max. c.p.d*** 8.601 ns
GCLKs 1 8 12%

 Utilization Limitations
Convolutional encoder

 
Table 2 

* i.a.t.b.c. stands for input arrival time before clock. 
** o.r.t.a.c. stands for output required time before clock. 
*** c.p.d stands for combinational path delay. 
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6.2 Symbol repetition 
The symbol repetition has been integrated in the block interleaver. See 
section 2.2.5. Since the only function is to increase the symbol rate, it’s 
enough to sample twice as fast on the input of the block interleaver.  

6.3 Block Interleaver 
The block interleaver is described in section 2.2.6. The sync channel uses 
an interleaver block size of 128; this requires a 128 bit vector to be 
realized. The input signal is sampled at a rate of 4800 sps, and then 
shifted in to the 128 bits vector. When the whole vector is filled, the 
output is then read in the order, defined by which the following 
algorithm.   
 

⎣ ⎦2 ( mod ) ( / )m
i mA i J BRO i J= +  

Where 
 i=0 to N-1  where N is the vector size (128). 
 m=7 
 J=1 
 ⎣ ⎦X  Indicates the largest integer less than or equal to X. 
 (y) Indicates the bit-reversed m-bit value of y. mBRO
 
While we are reading, there are still more symbols getting sampled at the 
input. Therefore one more vector will be needed, which will be written to 
in the mean time. It’s based on the exact same principles as the previous.  
 
Here is an example of the first four vector places to be outputted. 
 

⎣ ⎦7
0 72 (0 mod1) ( 0 /1 ) 0000000 0A BRO= + = =

=

=

=

 

⎣ ⎦7
1 72 (1mod1) ( 1/1 ) 0000001 1000000 64A BRO= + = ⇒  

⎣ ⎦7
2 72 (2 mod1) ( 2 /1 ) 0000010 0100000 32A BRO= + = ⇒  

⎣ ⎦7
3 72 (3mod1) ( 3 /1 ) 0000011 1100000 96A BRO= + = ⇒  

 
This shows that the first four vector places will be 0, 64, 32 and 96. 
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Number of out of %
Slices 393 13312 2% Max. frequency 79.058 MHz
Slice flip flops 315 26624 1% Min. i.a.t.b.c.* 4.160 ns
4 input LUTs 723 26624 2% Max. o.r.t.a.c** 7.165 ns
Bounded IOBs 3 333 0%
GCLKs 1 8 12%

 Utilization Limitations
Block Interleaver

 
Table 3 

* i.a.t.b.c. stands for input arrival time before clock. 
** o.r.t.a.c. stands for output required time before clock 

6.4 Walsh code 
The Walsh code block has been implemented using a XOR-gate. The 
input signal is sampled at 1.2288 Mcps, this is done in order to achieve an 
output rate of 1.2288 Mcps. This means that every output symbol from 
the block interleaver is XORed 256 times. According to Table 1 in 
section 2.2.3, the Walsh function in the sync channel should be repeated 
four times for every symbol from the block interleaver. Yielding an 
output as the one illustrated in figure 10. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 10 Walsh output sequence. 

4 sequences with 64 identical bits in each. 

110011..11 110011..11 110011..11 110011..11 

 
 

Number of out of %
Slices 6 13312 0% Max. frequency 293.169 MHz
Slice flip flops 9 26624 0% Min. i.a.t.b.c.* 2.724 ns
4 input LUTs 8 26624 0% Max. o.r.t.a.c** 7.165 ns
Bounded IOBs 4 333 1%
GCLKs 2 8 25%

 Utilization Limitations
Walsh code

Table 4
* i.a.t.b.c. stands for input arrival time before clock. 
** o.r.t.a.c. stands for output required time before clock. 
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6.5 Microblaze 
An example from Memec [4] acted as a base for this thesis. The example 
presented a banner on the LCD and on a terminal program on the 
computer via RS232. The solution which they connected the RS232 to the 
computer were examined and modified.  
A new peripheral with s/w registers was then created. These registers 
store the data from the UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver-
Transmitter). The data in the registers is then used as input to the Sync 
channel. The top-level for the Sync channel modules, were initialized in 
the user_logic file in the new peripheral.  
 
In order to achieve the time synchronization with the external equipment, 
an external clock signal was used as an input to the FPGA. This clock 
signal at 1.2288 Msps was then used as the main clock signal in the Sync 
channel modules. All other clock frequencies have been divided from this 
signal.  
 
The output from the Sync channel was also connected to an external pin 
on the FPGA, in order to be available for the external equipment.   
 
In the table below the utilizations of the Microblaze processor, the 
peripherals and of the total system is presented.  

Microblaze Syncchannel RS232 OPB Total system out of %
slices 1128 438 54 99 1719 13312 13%
slice flip flops 897 539 63 11 1510 26624 6%
4 input LUTs 1533 667 99 168 3229 26624 12%

Utilization

Table 5 
 
As can be seen above, the Microblaze processor is using quite a lot of the 
total number of slices.  
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7 ASIC vs. FPGA 
An interesting question for many of today’s electronic development 
companies is how well a FPGA in terms of speed, design time and cost 
efficiency can take the roll of an ASIC in a system.  
 
Aspects to take into account; 

• Time to market 
• Volume 
• Budget 
• PCB size 
• Complexity of the system 
• Power consumption 

 
A more and more important aspect for hardware developer is the time to 
market. Which is the time it takes from idea to a finished product to be 
available at the market. Here’s where the FPGA has one of its biggest 
advantages. An ASIC has a longer design time and a manufacturing 
process that could take months, compared with the FPGA who is ready to 
use as soon as it’s programmed.   
   
There is no doubt that the FPGA has the advantage in very low volumes, 
therefore a quite interesting aspect to the ASIC vs. FPGA question is; at 
what volume does the ASIC becomes the cheapest choice.  
 
Altera is a company that has specialized in SOPC (System On a 
Programmable Chip) solutions. At their homepage they have a service 
called “FPGA vs. ASIC Project Cost Calculator” [11]. The service 
calculates development, software tools and unit costs. Keep in mind that 
this is a company that manufactures FPGA, so they could be a bit partial. 
This calculation is here as a comparison and as an example of the 
relations between the different costs in an ASIC and a FPGA. All 
parameters have been chosen in order to provide an as fair comparison as 
possible. The comparison has been made with a large FPGA and an 
equivalent ASIC size.   
 

Development Software tools Unit
FPGA $ 691,298 $ 76,531 $ 950
ASIC $ 2,183,064 $ 473,342 $ 18

Costs $

 
Table 6 ASIC vs. FPGA costs. 
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If these calculated costs are brought into a diagram it can look like the 
one below. Here it becomes quite clear that it’s important to do such an 
exact estimation as possible on how many units you are going to produce, 
before deciding on having a FPGA or an ASIC in your system.  
 

 
Figure 11 Cost diagram. 

 
If for example a Soft Processor Core is used in a FPGA it is possible to 
implement several ASIC’s (Microcontrollers etc) in a single FPGA. This 
saves space on the PCB, which could result in a smaller PCB and less 
wiring.  
 
An ASIC can effectively be optimized with consideration to the power 
consumption, which is not possible to do as efficient in a FPGA.  
 
An alternative when it’s decided to design a system which uses ASIC’s, is 
to use FPGA’s for prototyping. This allows the designers to test the 
application and probably do some design iterations, not possible in an 
ASIC.   
 
 

Cost 

Breaking point  

Development Software 
tools

Production (Units) 
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8 Evaluation/Discussion   
 
The implementation phase has been conducted. The sync channel blocks 
were described in VHDL and implemented as a peripheral in the 
Microblaze processor. 
 
After using the Microblaze processor throughout the project, it’s clear to 
me that Soft Processor Cores can be a useful tool in the FPGA design 
process. Not only due to its ability to implement several microcontrollers 
in a single FPGA but also due to features available in the processor.  
 
As can be seen in table 5, the Microblaze uses 1128 slices, which is quite 
a lot, so it could be a good idea to search for alternative Soft Processor 
Cores to se if they utilize fewer slices.  
The Sync channel which is one of the smallest channels in cdma2000 
utilizes 438 slices. This could be a problem when it’s time to implement 
the other channels which is more complex and therefore is going to be 
utilizing even more slices. The FPGA used in this thesis is relatively big 
but I’m not sure if it’s big enough to accommodate all channels.  
 
What has been achieved with this thesis is a system solution that 
compared to an ASIC solution, can be upgraded, has shorter design time 
and is cheaper per unit at low volumes.  
 
Whether or not to use FPGA’s or ASIC’s is a question that has to be 
determined individually for every design. Depending on the points 
presented in section 7. 
 
If we look at the benefits of using a FPGA which can accommodate all 
channels, we can see that the amount of PCB size and wiring decreases 
when the number of microcontrollers decreases. The possibility to 
upgrade and do changes in the implemented hardware increases. The 
possibility for low cost at low volumes increases and a shorter time to 
market is possible.  
 
Using a FPGA instead of an ASIC also have its disadvantages, the unit 
cost for the ASIC would decrease with increasing volumes. At real high 
volumes (millions) an ASIC is outstanding in terms of unit costs. The 
ASIC can also be optimized more than the FPGA in terms of power 
consumption.    
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EDK is a powerful development tool, but it’s quite complex and time 
consuming to learn. The lack of tutorials and/or examples of 
implementing custom peripherals in Microblaze, resulted in a time 
consuming implementation phase for the sync channel peripheral.  

8.1 Future work 
A thing that remains is to test the sync channel modules with the help of 
some telecommunication equipment.  
 
I’m sure it’s possible to optimize the VHDL modules in terms of 
maximum frequency and utilization. Due to the fact that this has not been 
a priority in this thesis project no time has been spent on this subject. 
 
The next step would be to implement some additional channels and see 
how much they utilize and to see if it’s possible to write general blocks 
that can be used to the different channels. 
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10 Acronyms    
 
3G  Third generation telecommunications system 
ASIC  Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
BRO  Bit Reversed Order  
BSB  Base System Builder 
BSP  Board Support Package 
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access  
EDK  Embedded Development Kit 
ELF  Executable and Link Format 
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access 
FEC  Forward Error Correcting 
FPGA  Field Programmable Gate Array 
FSL   Fast Simplex Link 
GCLK Global Clock 
HDL  Hardware Description Language  
IOB  Input/Output Blocks 
ISE  Integrated Software Environment  
JTAG  Joint Test Action Group  
LCD  Liquid Crystal Display   
LMB  Local Memory Bus 
LUT  Look Up Table 
MCPS Mega Chips Per Second 
MHS  Microprocessor Hardware Specifcation 
MSS  Microprocessor Software Specification 
OPB  On-chip Peripheral Bus 
PCB  Printed Circuit Board 
PBD  Platform Based Design  
PLD  Programmable Logic Device 
RISC  Reduced Instruction Set Computer 
SDK  Software Design Kit 
SPS  Symbol Per Second 
SOPC  System On a Programmable Chip 
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access 
VHDL VHSIC Hardware Description Language 
VHSIC Very High Speed Integrated Circuit  
UCF  User Constraint File 
USB  Universal Serial Bus 
XPS  Xilinx Platform Studio  
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11 Appendix 1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Company:  
-- Engineer: 
-- 
-- Create Date:    13:20:29 06/30/05 
-- Design Name:     
-- Module Name:    Convolutional - Behavioral 
-- Project Name:    
-- Target Device:   
-- Tool versions:   
-- Description: 
-- 
-- Dependencies: 
--  
-- Revision: 
-- Revision 0.01 - File Created 
-- Additional Comments: 
--  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 
 
entity Convolutional is 
port ( 
   Conv_in : in std_logic; 
   Clk_1200 : in std_logic; 
   Conv_out : out std_logic 
  ); 
end Convolutional; 
 
architecture Behavioral of Convolutional is 
  
  component conv_encoder is 
   port( 
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  in_bit : in std_logic; 
  clk_1200  : in std_logic; 
  C0   : out std_logic; 
  C1   : out std_logic 
  ); 
 end component; 
 
  component conv_mux is 
   port( 
  Clk_1200 : in std_Logic; 
   C0 : in std_logic; 
  C1 : in std_logic; 
  Mux_out : out std_logic 
  ); 
 end component; 
 
  signal C0 : std_logic; 
  signal C1 : std_logic; 
 
begin 
   conv_encoder_inst : conv_encoder 
    port map ( 
   in_bit => Conv_in, 
  Clk_1200 => Clk_1200, 
      C0 => C0, 
  C1 => C1 
  ); 
 
   conv_mux_inst : conv_mux 
    port map ( 
      Mux_out => Conv_out, 
  Clk_1200 => Clk_1200, 
  C0 => C0, 
  C1 => C1 
  ); 
end Behavioral; 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Company:  
-- Engineer: 
-- 
-- Create Date:    14:45:19 05/03/05 
-- Design Name:     
-- Module Name:    Conv_encoder - Behavioral 
-- Project Name:    
-- Target Device:   
-- Tool versions:   
-- Description: 
-- 
-- Dependencies: 
--  
-- Revision: 
-- Revision 0.01 - File Created 
-- Additional Comments: 
--  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 
 
entity Conv_encoder is 
port( in_bit : in std_logic; 
  Clk_1200  : in std_logic; 
  C0   : out std_logic; 
  C1   : out std_logic); 
end Conv_encoder; 
 
architecture Behavioral of Conv_encoder is 
signal a: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0) := (others=>'0'); 
begin 
 process (Clk_1200, a) 
  begin 
 
   if rising_edge(Clk_1200)then 
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    a(8 downto 1) <= a(7 downto 0); 
    a(0) <= in_bit; 
   end if; 
 
    C0 <= a(0) xor a(1) xor a(2) xor a(3) xor a(5) 
xor a(7) xor a(8); 
    C1 <= a(0) xor a(2) xor a(3) xor a(4) xor a(8); 
 
 end process; 
 
end Behavioral; 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Company:  
-- Engineer: 
-- 
-- Create Date:    13:15:45 06/30/05 
-- Design Name:     
-- Module Name:    Conv_mux - Behavioral 
-- Project Name:    
-- Target Device:   
-- Tool versions:   
-- Description: 
-- 
-- Dependencies: 
--  
-- Revision: 
-- Revision 0.01 - File Created 
-- Additional Comments: 
--  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 
 
entity Conv_mux is 
port(  
  Clk_1200 : in std_Logic; 
   C0 : in std_logic; 
  C1 : in std_logic; 
  Mux_out : out std_logic 
  ); 
end Conv_mux; 
 
architecture Behavioral of Conv_mux is 
 
begin 
 
  process(Clk_1200, C0, C1) 
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  begin 
  if Clk_1200 = '1' then 
   Mux_out <= C0; 
  else 
    Mux_out <= C1; 
  end if; 
 
  end process; 
 
end Behavioral; 
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12 Appendix 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Company:  
-- Engineer: 
-- 
-- Create Date:    14:31:31 06/02/05 
-- Design Name:     
-- Module Name:    block_int - Behavioral 
-- Project Name:    
-- Target Device:   
-- Tool versions:   
-- Description: 
-- 
-- Dependencies: 
--  
-- Revision: 
-- Revision 1.00 - File ready for testing 
-- Additional Comments: 
--  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
 
 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 
 
entity block_int is 
port( block_in   : in std_logic; 
  clk_4800   : in std_logic; 
  block_out  : out std_logic); 
end block_int; 
 
architecture Behavioral of block_int is 
signal reg1: std_logic_vector(127 downto 0) :=(others=>'0'); 
signal reg2: std_logic_vector(127 downto 0) :=(others=>'0'); 
 
begin 
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 process(clk_4800, block_in) 
  variable i: integer range 0 to 256; 
  variable t: integer range 0 to 128; 
  variable x: integer range 0 to 128; 
  variable j: std_logic_vector(6 downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 
  variable k: std_logic_vector(6 downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 
 
  begin 
 
  if rising_edge(clk_4800) then 
   if i=256 then 
    i := 0; 
    x := 0; 
    j := (others=>'0'); 
   end if; 
 
   if i=128 then 
    j := (others=>'0'); 
    x := 0; 
   end if; 
 
   -- Writing 
 
   if i<129 then 
    reg1(x) <= block_in; 
   elsif i>128 then 
    reg2(x) <= block_in; 
   end if; 
 
   i := i+1; 
   j := j+1; 
   x := x+1; 
    
   -- Reading 
    
   k := j(0) & j(1) & j(2) & j(3) & j(4) & j(5) & j(6);  -- 
Bit reversal order 
     t := conv_integer(k);      
      -- convert to integer 
 
   if i>128 then 
    block_out <= reg1(t); 
   elsif i<129 then 
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    block_out <= reg2(t); 
   end if; 
 
  end if; 
 end process; 
end Behavioral; 
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13 Appendix 3 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Company:  
-- Engineer: 
-- 
-- Create Date:    11:50:30 05/04/05 
-- Design Name:     
-- Module Name:    walsh_code - Behavioral 
-- Project Name:    
-- Target Device:   
-- Tool versions:   
-- Description: 
-- 
-- Dependencies: 
--  
-- Revision: 
-- Revision 0.01 - File Created 
-- Additional Comments: 
--  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
 
 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 
 
entity walsh_code is 
port(walsh_in : in std_logic; 
   clk_4800    : in std_logic; 
   clk_1228800  : in std_logic; 
   walsh_out : out std_logic); 
end walsh_code; 
 
architecture Behavioral of walsh_code is 
constant b: std_logic_vector(63 downto 0) := 
"1111111111111111111111111111111100000000000000000000000000
000000"; 
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begin   
 process(walsh_in, clk_4800, clk_1228800) 
 variable c: integer range 0 to 64; 
 variable a: std_logic_vector(63 downto 0):=(others=>'0'); 
 variable d: std_logic_vector(63 downto 0); 
 variable e: std_logic_vector(63 downto 0); 
 variable f: std_logic_vector(63 downto 0); 
 variable h: std_logic_vector(63 downto 0); 
 begin 
    
   if rising_edge(clk_4800) then   
    for j in 0 to 63 loop 
     a(j) := walsh_in xor b(j); 
     end loop; 
     end if; 
   if rising_edge(clk_1228800) then 
    if c=64 then 
     c := 0; 
    end if; 
    walsh_out <= a(c); 
    c := c+1; 
    end if;  
 end process;      
end Behavioral; 
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14 Appendix 4 
 
-----------------------------------MHS –file----------------------------------------- 
 
 PARAMETER VERSION = 2.1.0 
 
 
 PORT fpga_0_RS232_RX_pin = fpga_0_RS232_RX, DIR = INPUT 
 PORT fpga_0_RS232_TX_pin = fpga_0_RS232_TX, DIR = OUTPUT 
 PORT sys_clk_pin = sys_clk_s, DIR = INPUT, SIGIS = CLK 
 PORT sys_rst_pin = sys_rst_s, DIR = INPUT 
 PORT Sync_0_clk = Sync_0_clk, DIR = I 
 PORT Sync_0_Sync_out = Sync_0_Sync_out, DIR = O 
 
 
BEGIN microblaze 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = microblaze_0 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 3.00.a 
 PARAMETER C_DEBUG_ENABLED = 1 
 PARAMETER C_NUMBER_OF_PC_BRK = 2 
 PARAMETER C_NUMBER_OF_RD_ADDR_BRK = 1 
 PARAMETER C_NUMBER_OF_WR_ADDR_BRK = 1 
 BUS_INTERFACE DOPB = mb_opb 
 BUS_INTERFACE IOPB = mb_opb 
 BUS_INTERFACE DLMB = dlmb 
 BUS_INTERFACE ILMB = ilmb 
 PORT CLK = sys_clk_s 
 PORT DBG_CAPTURE = DBG_CAPTURE_s 
 PORT DBG_CLK = DBG_CLK_s 
 PORT DBG_REG_EN = DBG_REG_EN_s 
 PORT DBG_TDI = DBG_TDI_s 
 PORT DBG_TDO = DBG_TDO_s 
 PORT DBG_UPDATE = DBG_UPDATE_s 
END 
 
BEGIN opb_v20 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = mb_opb 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.10.b 
 PARAMETER C_EXT_RESET_HIGH = 1 
 PORT SYS_Rst = sys_rst_s 
 PORT OPB_Clk = sys_clk_s 
END 
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BEGIN bram_block 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = lmb_bram 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.00.a 
 BUS_INTERFACE PORTA = ilmb_port 
 BUS_INTERFACE PORTB = dlmb_port 
END 
 
BEGIN lmb_bram_if_cntlr 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = ilmb_cntlr 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.00.b 
 PARAMETER C_BASEADDR = 0x00000000 
 PARAMETER C_HIGHADDR = 0x00003fff 
 BUS_INTERFACE SLMB = ilmb 
 BUS_INTERFACE BRAM_PORT = ilmb_port 
END 
 
BEGIN lmb_v10 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = ilmb 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER C_EXT_RESET_HIGH = 1 
 PORT SYS_Rst = sys_rst_s 
 PORT LMB_Clk = sys_clk_s 
END 
 
BEGIN lmb_bram_if_cntlr 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = dlmb_cntlr 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.00.b 
 PARAMETER C_BASEADDR = 0x00000000 
 PARAMETER C_HIGHADDR = 0x00003fff 
 BUS_INTERFACE SLMB = dlmb 
 BUS_INTERFACE BRAM_PORT = dlmb_port 
END 
 
BEGIN lmb_v10 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = dlmb 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER C_EXT_RESET_HIGH = 1 
 PORT SYS_Rst = sys_rst_s 
 PORT LMB_Clk = sys_clk_s 
END 
 
BEGIN opb_mdm 
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 PARAMETER INSTANCE = debug_module 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 2.00.a 
 PARAMETER C_MB_DBG_PORTS = 1 
 PARAMETER C_USE_UART = 1 
 PARAMETER C_UART_WIDTH = 8 
 PARAMETER C_BASEADDR = 0x80002000 
 PARAMETER C_HIGHADDR = 0x800020ff 
 BUS_INTERFACE SOPB = mb_opb 
 PORT OPB_Clk = sys_clk_s 
 PORT DBG_CAPTURE_0 = DBG_CAPTURE_s 
 PORT DBG_CLK_0 = DBG_CLK_s 
 PORT DBG_REG_EN_0 = DBG_REG_EN_s 
 PORT DBG_TDI_0 = DBG_TDI_s 
 PORT DBG_TDO_0 = DBG_TDO_s 
 PORT DBG_UPDATE_0 = DBG_UPDATE_s 
END 
 
BEGIN Sync 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = Sync_0 
 BUS_INTERFACE SOPB = mb_opb 
 PORT clk = Sync_0_clk 
 PORT Sync_out = Sync_0_Sync_out 
 PORT OPB_Clk = sys_clk 
END 
 
BEGIN opb_uartlite 
 PARAMETER INSTANCE = RS232 
 PARAMETER HW_VER = 1.00.b 
 PARAMETER C_BAUDRATE = 9600 
 PARAMETER C_DATA_BITS = 8 
 PARAMETER C_ODD_PARITY = 0 
 PARAMETER C_USE_PARITY = 0 
 PARAMETER C_CLK_FREQ = 50000000 
 PARAMETER C_BASEADDR = 0x80002100 
 PARAMETER C_HIGHADDR = 0x800021ff 
 BUS_INTERFACE SOPB = mb_opb 
 PORT OPB_Clk = sys_clk_s 
 PORT RX = fpga_0_RS232_RX 
 PORT TX = fpga_0_RS232_TX 
END 
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-----------------------------------MSS –file---------------------------------------- 
 
PARAMETER VERSION = 2.2.0 
 
 
BEGIN OS 
 PARAMETER OS_NAME = standalone 
 PARAMETER OS_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER PROC_INSTANCE = microblaze_0 
 PARAMETER STDIN = RS232 
 PARAMETER STDOUT = RS232 
END 
 
 
BEGIN PROCESSOR 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = cpu 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = microblaze_0 
 PARAMETER COMPILER = mb-gcc 
 PARAMETER ARCHIVER = mb-ar 
 PARAMETER XMDSTUB_PERIPHERAL = debug_module 
END 
 
 
BEGIN DRIVER 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = generic 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = mb_opb 
END 
 
BEGIN DRIVER 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = uartlite 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.b 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = debug_module 
END 
 
BEGIN DRIVER 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = bram 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = dlmb_cntlr 
END 
 
BEGIN DRIVER 
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 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = bram 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = ilmb_cntlr 
END 
 
BEGIN DRIVER 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = uartlite 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.b 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = RS232 
END 
 
BEGIN DRIVER 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_NAME = generic 
 PARAMETER DRIVER_VER = 1.00.a 
 PARAMETER HW_INSTANCE = Sync_0 
END 
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